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Abstract Segmenting objects from images is an impor-

tant but highly challenging problem in computer vision and

image processing. This paper presents an automatic object

segmentation approach based on principal pixel analysis

(PPA) and support vector machine (SVM), namely PPA–

SVM. The method comprises three main steps: salient

region extraction, principal pixel analysis, as well as SVM

training and segmentation. We consider global saliency

information and color feature by means of visual saliency

detection and histogram analysis, such that SVM training

data can be selected automatically. Experiment results on a

public benchmark dataset demonstrate that, compared with

some classical segmentation algorithms, the proposed PPA–

SVM method can effectively segment the whole salient

object with reasonable better performance and faster speed.

Keywords Image segmentation � Support vector

machine � Principal pixel analysis � Visual saliency

detection � Training sample selection

1 Introduction

Image segmentation is an important but highly challenging

problem in the research field of computer vision and

image processing. And this low-level vision task is often

used as an indispensable preliminary step in many video

and image applications, such as content-based image

retrieval [1], image compression [2], robotic application

[3] and segmentation in video sequences [4]. In the past

few decades, many approaches have been proposed to

segment distinct and homogeneous objects from a given

image. Among them some methods are closely related

with visual attention detection mechanism [5], which is

the process of selecting visual information based on sal-

iency in the image itself or on prior knowledge about

scenes. Theories of human attention hypothesize that the

human vision system only processes parts of an image in

detail, while leaving others nearly unprocessed [6]. The

selected portion of the image is supposed to represent the

most conspicuous parts of the image, known as conspic-

uous map or saliency map.

At present, there are many methods for generating sal-

iency map, among which the most influential model was

introduced by Itti [7]. Itti’s model was inspired biologically

and involved three steps: multiple feature extraction, con-

trast computation and saliency map combination. First,

various features like color, intensity, and orientation at

different scales were calculated, respectively, and then, a

single conspicuous map was formed by applying the cen-

ter–surround operation across scales to compute the con-

trast. Finally, conspicuous maps over different scales in

different feature space were combined to obtain the sal-

iency map. Afterward many following saliency models

adopted the same or similar architecture [8–11]. In addi-

tion, other methods for saliency map also include contrast-

based algorithms [6, 12, 13], frequency analysis-based

algorithms [14–16], hybrid algorithm using edge detection,

threshold and distance transform [17], new algorithms

based on learning models [18, 19], etc.
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At the same time, various saliency maps have been pre-

viously employed for unsupervised object detection and

segmentation. Ouerhani et al. [20] exploited the usefulness

of visual attention in the seed selection process for seg-

menting outdoor road traffic scenes. They computed sal-

iency maps through purely data-driven visual attention

processing, and then, attention points were provided to be

seeds in a seeded region growing algorithm using a color

homogeneity criterion. Han et al. [21] proposed an unsu-

pervised extraction model of viewer’s attentive objects in

color images, in which a classical computational visual

attention mechanism and some region growing techniques

were integrated to formulate the attention objects as a

Markov Random Field. Their model does not work well

when there are many attention objects or complicated

background exists in the image. Unlike previous segmen-

tation methods only based on saliency maps, Ko et al. [22]

developed a novel algorithm for segmenting an object-of-

interest (OOI) using both a saliency map and saliency

points, which constitute an attention window. And within

the attention window, region clustering algorithm and sup-

port vector machine (SVM) were used to determine whether

a region was part of the OOI or the background. Later,

Achanta et al. [23] detected the salient regions by using a

contrast determination filter that operates at various scales

to generate multiple saliency maps. Then, these individual

maps were combined to result in final saliency map, on

which some simple segmentation technique can be used to

detect the salient region. An unsupervised color segmenta-

tion method based on saliency was proposed in [24], whose

main idea was to segment the input image several times, and

in each time a different salient part of the image was pro-

cessed. And then, all obtained results were merged into one

composite segmentation. The saliency map used in their

method was calculated according to local color and texture

models. Liu et al. [25] firstly constructed region/boundary

saliency maps based on a pre-segmentation result by

watershed transform, and then entropy thresholding and

flood filling were exploited to generate region/boundary

masks. Next, a trimap containing seed regions for attended

objects, unattended regions and uncertain regions was

obtained as the input of an image matting model, which was

utilized to classify the pixels in the uncertain regions to get

an accurate attended object segmentation result based on the

estimated alpha matte. Lately, a saliency-directed color

image segmentation approach using particle swarm opti-

mization was proposed in [26], in which the visual attention

saliency map was generated by three (color, intensity and

orientation) feature maps, and a hybrid fitness function was

adopted for image segmentation.

Besides of the above methods based on saliency map,

another kind of methods for object segmentation are using

some classical image segmentation algorithms according to

the characteristics of images. Liu et al. [27] proposed an

unsupervised salient object extraction and segmentation

approach using region merging and binary partition tree.

Starting from an over-segmentation color image, region

merging was performed to generate a binary partition tree,

from which an appropriate subset of modes was selected to

obtain the contours of salient objects [27]. Different from

previous approaches, in order to extract the center of

interest from pictures, Zhu et al. [28] developed a two-level

segmentation strategy based on photographic theory, which

was similar to the mode of how people perceive pictures.

Recently, Fu et al. [29] proposed a novel salient object

detection and segmentation method based on superpixel.

Although these methods mentioned above can segment

salient object from images, there are still some shortcom-

ings. First, some visual attention models and saliency maps

used for segmentation need a few tunable parameters and

the computational complexity maybe high for practical

applications [20–22]. Second, some methods only obtain an

attention view or some shape information such as contours

or boundaries of the salient region but not segmenting the

homogeneous salient object [27, 28]. And these results may

yield limited help for further object recognition and image

understanding. Therefore, further studies are still necessary.

In recent years, support vector machine [30] has already

been applied in image segmentation due to its excellent

learning and generalization performance in solving binary

classification problems. Yu et.al [31] introduced a new

SVM-based approach named fast support vector machine

(FSVM) for image segmentation. Pixels in a small part of

an object and background were respectively specified by

users as training samples of FSVM. Then, a pruning

strategy was used to eliminate redundant training vectors.

Finally, the remaining pixels were viewed as test data and

were segmented into several regions by the trained FSVM

classifier. Because training samples of FSVM are pre-

specified by users, which leads to manual intervention.

Furthermore, different training samples will affect the final

classification performance of FSVM. A new approach for

color image segmentation using SVM and FCM was pro-

posed in [32], in which training samples of SVM were

randomly selected by the FCM clustering algorithm.

However, the number of clusters for FCM must be set in

advance, and the random selection of training samples will

also affect the final segmentation performance. Further-

more, although much effort has been put on SVM-based

image segmentation and many other approaches have been

proposed [33, 34], it is still a challenging task to auto-

matically segment natural images due to their inherent

complexity. A crucial problem is about SVM training

samples selection, which often depends on human inter-

vention completely or partially, such as methods intro-

duced previously [31, 32]. However unfortunately, manual
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intervention is not so feasible in most practical applica-

tions. But for salient object segmentation, the utilization of

visual saliency could provide some useful cues for SVM

training samples automatic selection. Therefore, how to

effectively exploit visual saliency of image itself to auto-

matically select SVM training samples, as well as explore

the excellent classification performance of SVM for salient

object segmentation, is the main focus of this paper.

In order to solve the above problems, an automatic

approach is needed, which deals with two tasks about

salient object: auto-location by visual saliency detection

and auto-segmentation based on SVM. We observe that in

salient object and background of most images, there always

exist some pixels that can represent the majority features of

the homogeneous regions where they locate, referred to as

‘‘Principal Pixel’’ herein. Therefore, this paper aims to

utilize the principal pixels derived from visual saliency

detection and SVM classifier, to automatically locate and

segment salient object from images. Compared with other

existing methods, the proposed PPA–SVM method offers

the following advantages: it is independent of image fea-

tures such as intensity, shape, texture or other prior

knowledge of the given image; the segmentation processing

is automatic and adaptive, avoiding any human interven-

tion; training sets and training pixels of SVM are selected in

accordance with the characteristics of the image.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2,

the proposed PPA–SVM method is described in detail,

including visual saliency detection, SVM training data

generation, training samples selection, along with SVM

training and salient object segmentation. Experimental

results and analysis are discussed in Sect. 3. Finally, con-

clusions are addressed in the last section.

2 The proposed PPA–SVM approach

We define principal pixels of an image in terms of spatial

location and color feature, referring to some representative

pixels that in salient object Ro or background Rb, and with

dominant colors of these two regions. So, the proposed

PPA–SVM method starts with visual saliency detection to

find the prominent locations of the salient object, which

results in a coarse partition of salient region Ro and back-

ground Rb. And the dominant colors of Ro and Rb, which

can represent the distinguishing characteristic of each

region, are determined through an adaptive histogram peak

selection method. Afterward, SVM-positive and SVM-

negative training sets, consisting of principal pixels, are

generated respectively. And then, a local homogeneity

criterion is proposed for choosing some principal pixels

from two training sets as training samples, to indicate the

distribution of saliency, spatial and color features of image

training data. Finally, a SVM model is trained to segment

the salient object from the given image.

The overall procedure of the proposed PPA–SVM

method is illustrated in Fig. 1. And the main steps will be

explained in the following subsections.

2.1 Salient region detection and extraction

In this subsection, we focus on the automatic detection and

extraction of salient region where the salient object maybe

locate. Similar to some approaches mentioned previously,

visual attention mechanism is adopted in the proposed

PPA–SVM method. Human visual attention is one of the

most intelligent ability to rapidly detect interesting parts of

a given image [5].

Castleman [35] pointed out that the amplitude spectrum

specifies how much of each sinusoidal component is

present and the phase information specifies where each of

the sinusoidal component appears in the image. The loca-

tion with less periodicity or less homogeneity in vertical or

horizonal orientation creates the ‘‘pop-out’’ proto objects in

the reconstruction of the image, which indicates where the

salient object candidates are located, and the phase spec-

trum of image Fourier transform is the key to calculate the

location of salient region [2, 15]. In this paper, similar idea

is adopted as the saliency detection scheme due to its low

computational cost, full resolution and unsupervised man-

ner. For a given image I(x, y), the saliency map SM(x, y) is

calculated as follows:

f ðx; yÞ ¼ FðIðx; yÞÞ ð1Þ
pðx; yÞ ¼ Pðf ðx; yÞÞ ð2Þ

SMðx; yÞ ¼ g � kF�1½ei�pðx;yÞ�k2 ð3Þ

where F and F-1 refer to the Fourier Transform

and Inverse Fourier Transform, respectively. p(x, y) repre-

sents the phase spectrum of the image, and g is a 2D

Gaussian filter (r = 8) for a better visual effect as used in

Refs. [2, 14, 15].

Saliency map generated in this way like [2, 15] is a gray-

level image, which represents the salient value of each

pixel. The salient values range from 0 to 255, and the larger

the salient value, the more likely the pixel attract observ-

ers’ interest, as shown in Fig. 2a and b. In order to further

identify the location of salient object, the object mask

OM(x, y) can be obtained by a binarization precessing of

SM(x, y):

OMðx; yÞ ¼ 0 if SMðx; yÞ \t

1 if SMðx; yÞ� t

�
ð4Þ

The binarization threshold t is set to be the value which

maximizes the discrimination criterion (rB
2/rW

2 ) of two

classes (salient object and background), where rB
2 is the
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between-class variance and rW
2 is the within-class variance,

respectively. The binary object mask OM(x, y) obtained is

shown in Fig. 2c, where the white area ofOM(x, y) represents

the rough estimation of salient object Sr, while black area

means the rough estimation background Br. And it can be

found that in general natural scene images, most of the

salient object appear at or near the center of the image in

order to attract attention distinctly, known as center-bias

[36]. So, the binary object mask OM(x, y) should be

regularized using some morphological operators [37] to

remove these uncertain pixels near the boundary of Sr.

Here, the boundary of Sr is shrunk to form a more accurate

salient object mask Mo, and then it is expanded to form the

background mask Mb:

Mo ¼ Sr � Ere

Mb ¼ ððSr � Drd Þ � SrÞ [ Br

ð5Þ

where �Ere is an erosion operator indicating shrinking

region Sr for re pixels, and �Drd is a dilation operator

denoting expanding region Sr for rd pixels. A square

structural element with the width of 10 pixels is used in

erosion and dilation operators.

Therefore, salient region Ro and background Rb in a

given image can be extracted with the masks Mo and Mb, as

shown in Fig. 2d and e. Although salient region and back-

ground obtained in this stage are only approximate repre-

sentations, they uniformly highlight most salient object with

full resolution. What’s more, the extraction procedure is

Fig. 1 An overall procedure of

the proposed PPA–SVM

method

Fig. 2 Some examples of the salient region detection and extraction procedure. a Original images, b saliency maps, c binary masks, d salient

regions, e background
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relatively fast, which can help to refine salient object in the

subsequent steps.

2.2 Principal pixel set construction

After the coarser partition of salient region and back-

ground, we use color feature of Ro and Rb to get more

precise segmentation as color is a commonly used feature.

However, the most popular RGB color space contains 2563

possible colors, which is too computationally expensive in

feature extraction process. On the other hand, HSV (Hue:

[0, 360�], Saturation: [0, 1], and Value: [0, 1]), which is

capable of emphasizing human visual perception, is shown

to have better results for image segmentation than RGB

color space [38]. Thus, in order to extract the color feature

of Ro and Rb, a quantization operation in HSV color space

is firstly implemented to reduce the computational com-

plexity. Accordingly for regions Ro and Rb, each channel of

HSV color space is quantized to different values, and then,

a one-dimensional histogram is generated, respectively.

Next, the most frequently occurring colors in Ro and Rb,

i.e., dominant colors, which can distinguish salient object

and background, are chosen by histogram peak selection.

Because the human visual system is more sensitive to

hue than to saturation and intensity so that the hue channel

should be quantized finer than saturation and intensity [38].

And it is well known that the color distribution (red,

orange, yellow, green, cyan, blue and purple) of the hue

channel is not uniform; therefore, similar to [39], a non-

uniform quantization scheme is applied here. As a result,

the hue channel is quantized to 7 non-uniform bins repre-

sented from 0 to 6, and each indicates a major color. And

the saturation and intensity channels are quantized non-

uniformly to 3 bins in the same way. The quantization

scheme can also be summarized as follows:

H ¼

0 if h 2 ð342; 16�
1 if h 2 ð16; 42�
2 if h 2 ð42; 64�
3 if h 2 ð64; 152�
4 if h 2 ð152; 195�
5 if h 2 ð195; 280�
6 if h 2 ð280; 342�

8>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>:

S ¼
0 if s 2 ½0; 0:3Þ
1 if s 2 ½0:3; 0:8Þ
2 if s 2 ½0:8; 1�

8><
>:

V ¼
0 if v 2 ½0; 0:2Þ
1 if v 2 ½0:2; 0:7Þ
2 if v 2 ½0:7; 1�

8><
>:

ð6Þ

According to the above quantization scheme, one-

dimensional feature vector is constructed by three channels

values as follows

L ¼ QsQvH þ QvSþ V ð7Þ

where Qs and Qv are quantization coefficients of saturation

and intensity channel, respectively, and they are set as

Qs = 3, Qv = 3 in this work; hence,

L ¼ 9H þ 3Sþ V ð8Þ

Thus, three channels hue, saturation and intensity can be

distributed in one-dimensional vector L and L 2
f0; 1; � � � ; 62g. Because the quantization result has only 63

bins, the computational complexity will be decreased tre-

mendously. Furthermore, by considering the non-uniform

character in three channels, the quantization result is more

similar to the human vision [39]. So color value of each

pixel in Ro and Rb regions can be quantized to one of the 63

colors, and the HSV histograms with 63 bins of Ro and Rb

will be calculated to determine their dominant colors by

peak selection, respectively.

Generally, the total numbers of dominant color in salient

region Ro and background Rb are both limited, our previous

statistical results on 1,000 natural images also confirms this

point, i.e., no more than three or four dominant colors exist

in salient object or background in above 85 % images.

Hence, it is assumed in our experiments that no more than

three dominant colors are necessary to describe Ro and Rb

regions. Taking salient regions Ro for the example, the

main steps to adaptively select histogram peaks are briefly

stated as follows:

Step 1 Calculate histogram of region Ro after HSV color

space quantization:

HoðliÞ ¼
Numðf ðx; yÞ ¼ liÞ

NumðRoÞ
; ðx; yÞ 2 Ro; li

2 f0; 1; . . .; 62g;

where Num(Ro) means the total number of pixels

in region Ro, and Num(f(x, y) = li) is the number

of pixels with color level li in Ro.

Step 2 Identify all peaks Pko : Pl1 ;Pl2 ; . . .;Plk ; li is the

color level index of ith peak, and l1\l2\ � � �\lk.

Step 3 Compute the max and min peak values of Ho.

Pmax ¼ maxfPl1 ;Pl2 ; . . .;Plkg, Pmin ¼ minfPl1 ;

Pl2 ;...;Plkg, the mean value lm = (Pmax ?

Pmin)/2 and the standard deviation rm ¼ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiPk
i¼1 ðPli � lmÞ

2=k
q

. The height threshold in

Ro is set as Tho = lm - rm. Some lower peaks

are removed based on Tho, and new peaks Pho :

Pl1 ;Pl2 ; . . .;Plh are generated.

Step 4 Remove some peaks based on width threshold Two.

The threshold Two = 20 is set based on the

assumption that there should be no more than 3

dominant colors in a salient object. For two

adjacent peaks Pli and Plj , if (lj - li)\Tws, then
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keep the peak with greater value and remove

another peak from Pho.

Step 5 Output the final peak sequence Pno, and dominant

colors of Ro are determined as Co : l1; l2; . . .; ln.

Similar to the manner of salient region Ro, the dominant

colors Cb of background Rb can be obtained too. After the

above processing, principal pixels that locate in salient

region Ro and with dominant color Co, as well as locate in

background Rb and with dominant color Cb, can be selec-

ted. Meanwhile, the positive training set TSp and negative

training set TSn of SVM can be constructed as:

TSp ¼ fðx; yÞjf ðx; yÞ ¼ i; ðx; yÞ 2 Ro; i 2 Cog
TSn ¼ fðx; yÞjf ðx; yÞ ¼ i; ðx; yÞ 2 Rb; i 2 Cbg

ð9Þ

Considering global saliency information, spatial location

and local color feature, training data derived from principal

pixel analysis have some advantages over existed methods

[31, 32]: without human intervention, fully representing

image characteristic distribution, strong robustness and

computational efficiency.

2.3 SVM training samples selection

Although principal pixels selected from the previous stage can

be used to train a SVM classifier, the total numbers of pixels in

TSporTSn are too large to be used as SVM training data directly.

Furthermore, when mapped to a higher feature space, training

pixels with the same color value in a small local area may be

redundant to learn the separating hyperplane, so selecting

central pixel to replace the surrounding area is a way to reduce

redundancy and improve the learning efficiency. Therefore, a

neighborhood homogeneity criterion is adopted to select small

part of pixels in TSp and TSn as training samples of SVM.

For a pixel p(i, j) in training set TSp or TSn, its local

homogeneity in 3 9 3 neighborhood is measured as:

Mp ¼ D3	3
p ¼

X
q2N3	3

p

dðp; qÞ ð10Þ

where d(p, q) is the Euclidean color distance between pixel

p and q in quantized HSV color space, Np
3 9 3 is the pixel

set of adjacent eight neighbors of pixel p.

Because the color difference at lower level can indicate

more intuitive local homogeneity, principal pixels that

meet Mp B Th (Th is the homogeneity threshold) in TSp and

TSn will be selected as training samples of SVM. The

smaller the threshold value, the more pixels ultimately

selected to train SVM classifier, and vice versa.

2.4 Feature vector representation

Image segmentation can be regraded as a binary classifi-

cation task, whose goal is to assign a label to each pixel in

order to identify whether it belongs to salient object or

background. Here, color, texture, spatial and global sal-

iency information of each pixel are employed as feature

vector in SVM training and segmentation.

The pixel-level color feature CFxy of an image pixel p at

location (x, y) is represented as:

CFxy ¼ ðRGxy;BYxy; IxyÞ ð11Þ

where RGxy = R - G, BYxy = B - Y, and R = r -

(g ? b)/2, G = g - (r ? b)/2, B = b - (r ? g)/2, Y =

(r ? g)/2 - (r - g)/2 - b are four broadly-tuned color

tunnels. r, g, b are the red, green and blue components of

the pixel p. The intensity feature Ixy = 0.299*r ?

0.587*g ? 0.114*b.

To obtain the pixel-level texture feature, Gabor filter is

adopted here as in [31]. The pixel-level texture feature TFxy

of the image pixel p at location (x, y) is:

TFxy ¼ ðExy;GxyÞ ð12Þ

where Exy denotes the maximum of the six coefficients at

(x, y) and Gxy denotes the maximum of 6 gradient magni-

tudes at location (x, y).

Another important characteristics of an image is that

neighboring pixels are highly correlated. In other

words, neighboring pixels always possess similar fea-

ture values, and the probability that they belong to the

same class is high. Therefore, to exploit the spatial

information, two-dimensional coordinates of the pixel

are used.

Besides three kinds of features described above, global

saliency information Sxy of pixel p, reflecting how strong

the pixel can draw the viewer’s attention without any prior

knowledge, is also considered as feature vector.

In summary, the feature vector of image pixel is

expressed as:

Fxy ¼ ðRGxy;BYxy; Ixy;Exy;Gxy; x; y; SxyÞ ð13Þ

2.5 SVM for salient object segmentation

For a given image, the proposed PPA–SVM method is

summarized as follows:

Step 1 Detect and extract salient region Ro and back-

ground Rb as described in Sect. 2.1.

Step 2 Generate training sets TSp and TSn of two regions

Ro and Rb, respectively, by principal pixel ana-

lysis as detailed in Sect. 2.2.

Step 3 Select training samples from training sets TSp and

TSn according to the neighborhood homogeneity

threshold, and extract feature vectors to train SVM

model as described in Sects. 2.3 and 2.4

Step 4 Segment out the whole salient object from the

given image by trained SVM model.
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3 Experiments and discussions

In order to validate the effectiveness of the proposed PPA–

SVM method, it is compared with two automatic seg-

mentation methods given by [40, 41] and a saliency map-

based segmentation method given by [6].

Kmeans clustering [40] and Ncuts method [41] are two

classical approaches adopted to partition the image into

some regions. These two methods are unsupervised but to

classify pixels into clusters automatically according to the

features of the pixels. We compared the proposed PPA–

SVM method with these two methods in order to test the

automatic segmentation performance. On the other hand, as

mentioned before, saliency map is often used to segment

salient object from background, and there are a large

number of segmentation algorithms based on saliency map.

But as far as we know, RCC method-based segmentation

[6], which iteratively applies Grabcut [42] to refine the

segmentation result initially obtained by thresholding the

saliency map, can yield higher precision and better recall

and outperforms other existing saliency map-based meth-

ods. Hence, we compared the proposed PPA–SVM method

with RCC method for the purpose of testing the salient

object detection and segmentation performance.

For three compared methods Kmeans, Ncut and RCC,

we execute their corresponding public available softwares

or codes, in which Kmeans and Ncut are implemented in

MATLAB, while RCC in C??. The number of clusters are

set to 2 for Kmeans and Ncut methods in our experiments.

We use LibSVM toolbox [43] and kernel function is

polynomial with d = 1 for PPA–SVM training and seg-

menting in all experiments that implemented in MATLAB.

The local homogeneity criterion for selecting training

pixels in PPA–SVM is set as Th = 0.

3.1 Experiment dataset and evaluation metrics

We evaluate our proposed PPA–SVM method on a public

available image dataset with ground truth segmentation

results [16]. The dataset is derived from the MSRA dataset

proposed by Liu et al. [13], containing 1,000 images col-

lected mostly from image forums and image search engines.

Each image contains at least one salient object or one dis-

tinctive foreground object in simple or complex scenes.

And these salient objects differ in category, color, shape,

size, and so on. In other words, there is no more prior

knowledge or constraint on these objects. And accurate

object-contour-based ground truth segmentations contained

the most salient region for each image are provided too in

this dataset. Hence, many saliency models for detecting or

segmenting salient object evaluate their performance on this

dataset [6, 16]. And the resolution of most images in this

database is 400 9 300.

In our experiments, test images are divided into three

categories according to the difference degree between

salient object and its surrounding regions and the content of

salient object:

test 1 Images with higher saliency, i.e., there are distinct

feature differences between the salient object and

its surrounding regions; meanwhile, color and

texture features in salient object and background

are largely homogeneous.

test 2 Images with mid-level saliency, i.e., the differences

between the salient object and background are not

so obvious, or the content of images are relatively

complex.

test 3 Images with lower saliency, i.e., salient objects

with discontinuous and irregular edges or complex

content.

Five evaluation metrics are adopted to quantitatively

assess the segmentation performance in the experiment.

1. The segmentation error rate (ER) is defined as:

ER ¼ ðNf þ NmÞ
Nt

	 100% ð14Þ

where Nf is the number of false-segmented image

pixels, Nm denotes the number of miss-segmented

image pixels, and Nt is the total number of image

pixels.

2. Probabilistic Rand Index (PRI) [44] is commonly used

to measure the similarity between two clusterings. In

our experiments, it is employed to count the fraction of

pairs of pixels whose labels are consistent between the

compared segmentation Sc and the ground truth

segmentation Sg. PRI is defined as:

PRIðSc; SgÞ ¼
1

ðN2 Þ
X
i;j

½cijpij þ ð1 � cijÞð1 � pijÞ� ð15Þ

where N is the number of pixels, and pij is the ground

truth probability that
Q
ðli ¼ ljÞ, and cij ¼

Q
ðlSci ¼ lScj Þ.

The PRI has a value in the interval [0, 1], with 0

indicates that the two segmentations do not agree on

any pair of pixels and 1 indicates that the compared

segmentation Sc is exactly the same as the ground truth

segmentation Sg.

3. Variation of information (VI) introduced in [45]

measures the distance between two clusterings in terms

of the information difference between them. As image

segmentation can be seen as a clustering problem, the

VI metric is defined as the distance between two

segmentations as the average conditional entropy of

one segmentation given the another. It can roughly

measures the amount of randomness in one segmenta-

tion which cannot be explained by the other.
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VIðSc; SgÞ ¼ HðScÞ þ HðSgÞ � 2IðSc; SgÞ ð16Þ

where H and I represent the entropies and the mutual

information between the compared segmentation Sc
and ground truth Sg, respectively.

4. Global consistency error (GCE) [46] measures the

extent to which one segmentation can be viewed as a

refinement of the other. Segmentations which are

related in this manner are considered to be consistent,

since they could represent the same natural image

segmented at different scales. This measure allows for

refinement, but suffers from degeneracy. Let R(S, pi)

be the set of pixels in segmentations S that contains

pixel pi, the local refinement error is defined as:

EðS1; S2; piÞ ¼
jRðS1; piÞnRðS2; piÞj

jRðS1; piÞj
ð17Þ

This error is not symmetric with respect to the

compared segmentations and takes the value of zero

when S1 is a refinement of S2 at pixel pi, GCE is then

defined as:

GCEðS1;S2Þ¼
1

n
min

�X
i

EðS1;S2;piÞ;
X
i

EðS2;S1;piÞ
�

ð18Þ

5. The CPU time to segment an image.

3.2 Experiment results and analysis

Some visual comparisons of salient object segmentation

using Kmeans, Ncut, RCC and PPA–SVM method for

higher-saliency test images are shown in Fig. 3. In this

experiment, most salient objects in test images can be

segmented effectively from background for these four

methods. However, the segmentation results of PPA–SVM

are the closest to that of ground truth segmentations.

Obviously, in the first flower image, both the black center

and the stem of the flower are segmented accurately by

PPA–SVM, while they are not segmented fully using other

three methods. For the second and the third images,

Kmeans method can segment most salient objects but with

some noises, while segmentation results of Ncut are not

accurate enough. Segmentation result of RCC method for

the third image is close to the ground truth segmentation,

but it lost some edge information.

Figure 4 shows visual comparison results for some mid-

level saliency images. Similar to the results in Fig. 3,

segmentation results of Ncut method are not accurate

enough and usually accompanied with information loss in

salient object. Kmeans method can segment most salient

objects but with some noises, while segmentation results of

PPA–SVM, very closer to the ground truth segmentations,

can include more detailed texture and color information of

salient objects. Only for the first image, segmentation result

of RCC method is the most closest to the ground truth

segmentation, but segmentation result of PPA–SVM can

provide more help for later image recognition and under-

standing. For other two images, those segmentation results

of RCC are inferior to that of PPA–SVM.

And Fig. 5 shows visual comparison results for some

images with lower saliency. Segmentation results of Ncut

method contains only some parts of salient object, and

Kmeans method produces lower quality segmentation

results with noises and discontinuous edges of salient

objects. RCC method can segment most salient object in

test images. The proposed PPA–SVM method can obtain

Fig. 3 Comparison of salient object segmentation. a Original images; b segmentation result using Ncut; c segmentation results using Kmeans;

d segmentation results using RCC; e segmentation results of PPA–SVM; f ground truth segmentations
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good segmentation results in all test images. Additionally,

for some very small salient object as in the first image, the

bottle besides the people can be segmented completely.

Only for the third image, the shaded area under the bird is

false-segmented due to its color is similar to the salient

object.

In summary, for 9 test images listed above, most salient

objects are correctly detected and extracted, the segmenta-

tion results of PPA–SVM are closest to the ground truth

segmentation in most cases. Meanwhile, some more detailed

texture and color information about salient object interior

are also considered. What’s more, PPA–SVM method can

segment some smaller salient objects in some images.

Table 1 presents the quantitative evaluations (ER, PRI,

VI, GCE) for four different image segmentation algo-

rithms, in which the black values indicate the best results.

And : means the larger the metric, the better the seg-

mentation result, and vice versa. It can be seen that PPA–

SVM algorithm are better than the other three algorithms in

most cases. The mean ER, PRI, VI and GCE values of 9

test images are 2.24 %, 0.95, 0.27 and 0.037, respectively.

And the CPU time comparisons of four methods are

shown in Fig. 6, which indicates that PPA–SVM method

has an advantage in segmentation speed. The CPU time of

PPA–SVM is significantly less than the time required

by the algorithms of Ncut and RCC. Computational

Fig. 4 Comparison of salient object segmentation. a Original images; b segmentation result using Ncut; c segmentation results using Kmeans;

d segmentation results using RCC; e segmentation results of PPA–SVM; f ground truth segmentations

Fig. 5 Comparison of salient object segmentation. a Original images; b segmentation result using Ncut; c segmentation results using Kmeans;

d segmentation results using RCC; e segmentation results of PPA–SVM; f ground truth segmentations
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complexity of Kmeans and PPA–SVM are, respectively,

OðNkÞ and OðnÞ, where N is the total number of image

pixel, k is the number of cluster, and n is the number of

training pixels in PPA–SVM. In most cases, n is much

smaller than N, but PPA–SVM requires salient region

extraction and histogram peak selection, so compared with

Kmeans method, PPA–SVM method is little slower, but it

can produce superior quality-segmented results. And

because each pixel is taken as a node of a graph in Ncut

method, its computational complexity is OðN3=2Þ, so the

computation speed of Ncut is the largest in four segmen-

tation methods. While for RCC method, whose computa-

tional complexity is OðNÞ, but Grabcut is iteratively

applied to refine the segmentation result initially obtained

by thresholding the saliency map, so some extra time is

needed. For PPA–SVM method, CPU times used for seg-

menting salient object in 9 test images are no more than 3

seconds, which demonstrates that the proposed PPA–SVM

algorithm can be applied in real-time applications.

Some other visual comparisons of segmentation results

obtained by these four segmentation methods are shown in

Fig. 7. In these test images, some salient objects are with

black shadows (like the first and the second images) that

will affect the segment results, and some image back-

ground color distribution is not homogeneous (like the

third image). It can be seen from Fig. 7, the PPA–SVM

method outperforms other three methods in most cases.

The salient objects in test images can be segmented more

accurately from background, even some texture informa-

tion in salient object can be extracted in some images.

Experiment results on the whole dataset support this con-

clusion but not listed with the limit of paper length.

Comparisons of average values of 5 metrics (ER, PRI, VI,

GCE, and CPU times) on the whole dataset are almost

consistent with the visual comparisons, as shown in

Table 2. Obviously, PPA–SVM algorithm is better than

other algorithms in 4 evaluation metrics (ER, PRI, VI and

GCE), but the average CPU time of PPA–SVM is slightly

inferior to that of Kmeans. Above experiment results

demonstrate that PPA–SVM method can effectively detect

and segment salient object in relatively less times.

Finally, similar to Refs. [13, 16], average precision,

recall, and F-Measure are compared over the entire dataset

too. F-Measure is defined as:

Fb ¼ ð1 þ b2ÞPrecision	 Recall

b2 	 Precision þ Recall
: ð19Þ

We use b2 = 0.3 as Refs. [6, 16] to measure precision

more than recall. Compared with the state-of-the-art results

Table 1 Comparisons of 4 evaluation metrics for four methods of 9 test images

ER(%) ; PRI : VI ; GCE ;

Kmeans Ncut RCC Ours Kmeans Ncut RCC Ours Kmeans Ncut RCC Ours Kmeans Ncut RCC Ours

img1 4.3 5.3 5.6 3.4 0.92 0.90 0.89 0.95 0.39 0.52 0.54 0.39 0.07 0.09 0.10 0.03

img2 2.5 6.1 0.3 0.2 0.95 0.89 0.91 0.96 0.29 0.57 0.06 0.04 0.05 0.10 0.02 0.01

img3 1.8 5.1 0.9 0.4 0.96 0.91 0.92 0.97 0.22 0.50 0.21 0.14 0.03 0.08 0.03 0.02

img4 14.7 23.3 0.3 4.1 0.75 0.64 0.99 0.92 1.07 1.20 0.05 0.46 0.21 0.29 0.01 0.07

img5 8.0 9.6 11.7 3.1 0.85 0.83 0.80 0.95 0.61 0.83 0.69 0.29 0.10 0.15 0.10 0.04

img6 2.6 4.6 2.9 2.1 0.95 0.91 0.94 0.96 0.33 0.50 0.30 0.28 0.05 0.08 0.05 0.04

img7 9.7 15.2 3.5 1.5 0.82 0.74 0.94 0.97 0.88 1.18 0.29 0.20 0.17 0.24 0.03 0.01

img8 3.7 5.8 3.4 3.2 0.93 0.89 0.92 0.94 0.40 0.56 0.36 0.34 0.06 0.09 0.06 0.05

img9 2.5 4.9 0.9 2.1 0.95 0.90 0.98 0.97 0.30 0.49 0.13 0.18 0.05 0.08 0.01 0.02

Bold values indicate the best results
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Fig. 6 CPU times required to segment salient objects in 9 test images

using Kmeans, Ncut, RCC and PPA–SVM method. Algorithms were

implemented in a Core 2.6-GHz computer with 2-GB RAM

Fig. 7 Comparison of other segmentation results with two different

segmentation methods and RCC saliency detection method.

a Original images; b segmentation results of Ncut; c segmentation

results of Kmeans; d segmentation results of RCC; e segmentation

results of PPA–SVM; f ground truth segmentations

c
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on this dataset by Achanta et al. (precision = 75 %, recall =

83 %) [16] and RCC (precision = 90 %, recall = 90 %) [6],

better accuracy (precision = 92 %, recall = 93 %) can be

achieved for PPA–SVM method.

Overall, the proposed PPA–SVM is an automatic image

segmentation method based on SVM classifier, so the

commonly used metrics for classifier performance such as

classification accuracy, generalization ability should also

be taken into consideration. Although this is not the main

focus of this paper, there are many new refinement tech-

niques by maximizing the uncertainty or combining mul-

tiple classifiers have been proposed to improve the

generalization capability of the learning system [47–49].

And it is well known the classification performance of

SVM classifier heavily depends on the number and distri-

bution of training examples. Therefore, in order to evaluate

the property of PPA–SVM from the perspective of classi-

fication performance, a series of the number of training

pixels are selected according to the local homogeneity

threshold Th to train the PPA–SVM.

Table 3 gives the comparative results in classification

accuracy, the number of support vectors, CPU time of

different number of training pixels based on different local

homogeneity thresholds. It can be seen that although the

number of support vectors, the training time and the seg-

menting time are changed to varying degrees as the number

of training pixels increases, the classification accuracy is

slightly changed. When the threshold value Th is very high,

it means that the pixels in training sets TSp and TSn are all

selected as training pixels, which leads to more training

time. Conversely, when the threshold Th is set to zero, only

those with the highest homogeneity are selected as training

pixels. Thus, the training time is rapidly reduced, but the

classification accuracy has little effect. Therefore, the

homogeneity threshold for selecting reprehensive pixels in

local region is effective in terms of segmenting speed and

accuracy, especially for real-time image segmentation

tasks.

From above experiments and analysis, the performance

of PPA–SVM is much superior to that of Kmeans, Ncut,

and RCC. Although RCC method could achieve better

performance in some cases, it first needs a pre-segmenta-

tion results produced by a graph-based method, and later

Grabcut is applied to refine the segmentation result initially

obtained by thresholding the saliency map. In comparison,

PPA–SVM method does not rely on any prior information

or pre-segmentation results. In other words, PPA–SVM is a

pure bottom-up low-level feature analysis processing. The

better performance may come from the excellent perfor-

mance of SVM classifier and principal pixel analysis.

4 Conclusion

In this paper, a novel automatic salient object segmentation

approach based on principal pixel analysis and SVM

classifier is proposed. The advantages of the proposed

PPA–SVM method can be concluded as: (1) Global sal-

iency information, spatial location, and local color features

are all considered, and not any prior knowledge about the

salient object such as color, texture, intensity is needed.

(2) The whole salient object with homogeneous features

can be extracted. (3) The salient object can be segmented

automatically and adaptively without human intervention.

(4) Saliency detection and principal pixel analysis can help

to select the SVM training samples automatically, which

avoids the problems caused by manual intervention and

random selection. Compared with some typical segmenta-

tion methods, PPA–SVM method can provide better seg-

mentation results with less time simultaneously. In

particular, PPA–SVM can obtain more detailed visual

information about salient object, which will provide more

cues for further object recognition and understanding tasks.

It should be noted that, PPA–SVM is effective for images

with significant salient object, and it may be affected for

images with more complex color and texture. At present,

PPA–SVM only takes into account some low-level infor-

mation such as color, texture and spatial location. If some

higher-level information that based on semantic or task-

orientated is added, PPA–SVM will produce more effective

segmentation for greater variety of images. This will be our

further works.
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